CellSonic VET
VIPP Therapy System
NON-INVASIVE

NO DRUGS

NO SIDE EFFECTS

CHEAPEST COST OF CURE

We tried it on humans first!
A healing machine for animals bears a lot of
resemblance to machines used on humans
with important differences. An animal
cannot tell us what they feel. We have to be
careful. Where exactly has the machine to
be aimed? What is hurting the animal?
Our experience goes long back when the
idea of a machine doing a better job than
drugs and a scalpel was ridiculed. The
acceptance since then comes from seeing
no side effects, a great cost saving and
better healing.
A machine for vets has to be rugged.
Animals may be unpredictable. Attention is
on the animal, not the machine so its
controls must be instinctive. If the operator
jumps back, the machine must stop on its
own.
CellSonic Vet is built for the stables, the
yard, an environment far removed from the
hygiene of a hospital and yet it delivers the
same tissue improving pulses. Bone and
skin is made to grow. Nerves re-form.
Infection is killed without anti-biotics.
Lameness in a horse can be corrected.
Injuries on a dog can be healed without
disturbing their digestion with drugs.
CellSonic’s clever secret is the rapid pulse.
Over the years this has been made faster so
that it kills germs better and triggers the
formation of osteoblasts and fibroblasts.
There are easier engineering methods to
save production costs but they do not
deliver healing so they are not used by
CellSonic. By any calculation, CellSonic
gives you the lowest cost of cure.
If you have an animal problem not on the
standard list, send us your question. What
you know for sure is that the treatment is
safe- we tried it on humans first.

The CellSonic VIPP machine is a new
branch of veterinary medicine that kills
infection and triggers tissue regeneration.
The origins of the technology go back forty
years to removing human kidney stones by
shattering them with sound waves and this
was the first ever non-invasive surgery.
Since then the technology has been
developed with new applications
discovered.
Drugs are not used so there are no side
effects. VIPP is Very Intense Pressure
Pulses which are fast bangs made by
flashing high voltages across an electrode
in a reflector containing water in a shock
head. Pressure wave travels through the
body without harming healthy cells. With
this Impossible wounds are healed. The
infection is killed and the immune system
triggered to cause new skin to grow.
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Portability
The complete device fits in a car boot. It
can be ported anywhere easily.

From the healing of broken bones and nonunion fractures came the physiotherapy
applications and from that the ability to heal
and remove the cause of pain. Treatment of
muscles increases their strength and this
applies to animals involved in sporting
activities as well as the infirm. Interestingly,
race horses have been cured of lameness
and given the strength to win races.
In every case, it can be shown that CellSonic
gives the lowest cost of cure and that is the
only cost that matters. Many clinical papers
are available. It is not CellSonic's policy to pay
for papers to be written; they are all from
customers and unbiased.
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